
blurred, its definition elusive. According to Leslie Gallery-

Dilworth, executive director of the Society of Environmental

Graphic Designers (SEGD), this is one of its strengths.

"Defining the field would limit it," she explains.

''Environmental graphic design involves communication,

telling stories, defining a message, navigation, information,
branding and identity," says Gallery-Dilworth. "Achieving clear

communication requires considerable analysis and research.
It is far more than a pretty picture. For those trained in graphic

design, it requires additional skills in understanding structures,

construction and three dimensions, as well as analytical think-

ing. For those trained in architecture, additional education in
typography, color and print media is needed." Collaboration

is key; thinking outside your discipline is essential.

To help designers navigate through this complex field, the

SEGD (www.segd.org) made its debut 34 years ago. Its first
conference, held in 1980, had 150 attendees, SEGD co-founder

and its third chairman Richard Burns recalls, "At that first
meeting, we were launching a new profession." Today with

1,500 members in 25 countries, the SEGD has evolved from a
gathering of designers in sign programs to what SEGD

president Steven Stamper says is an educational foundation

that is the international source for research, content and
education for those practicing communication design in the

built environment.

While museum exhibitions continue to serve up ground-

breaking experiences, Gallery-Dilworth cites dynamic

skin of buildings may be a dynamic message board—not
applied but integral to the fabric of the building or enclosure.
It might change throughout the day or season. It is not a
static material with static information," she says.

''Possibilities have opened up with cell phones, maps on demand
and edited information on demand, but there is still the basic
need to understand and determine which information to
include, how to edit the available information, how to find
the available information, and in what format," she continues.
"With so much information and technology available, it is
even more important to be able to easily find your way."

From the glamorous to the mundane, the entire spectrum of
environmental graphics holds tremendous responsibility. It is
multilayered communication that shapes our sense of place
and understanding of information.

"Every time you get confused finding your way in a medical
center, in a city, on the highway, in the airport, on public
transportation or on a campus, look to the client, the building
manager or transit officials who do not understand the impor-
tance of user-friendly information and the necessity of main-
taining a system of information," reminds Gallery-Dilworth.

For this feature, we invited designers to submit environmental
graphic design projects; the amount of work that came our
way—from across the globe—astounded us. In fact,
narrowing the selection to eleven projects was a challenging
task. The following examples—from exhibition to retail, and
the spaces in between—represent just a small portion of this
innovative field, where multiple design disciplines converge.

Right: "Inspired by the mall culture in Hong Kong, MEGartSTORE is an alternative exhibition exploring the different ways of defining, appreciating and
presenting art," said Tommy Li Design Workshop in Hong Kong. "MEGartSTORE is taken from the words 'mega-store/mega-mall' with the purpose of
displaying more than 300 pieces of museum art collections under one roof suggesting new ways of seeing and appreciating art. Shopping is a popular
daily habit for Asians, who shop on average 2.5 times per week. We transformed the museum into an institute of desire, attraction and seduction,
just like the mall. The first experience for consumers (visitors) to shop around at MEGartSTORE (museum), but all products (art) are 'Not For Sale'
(exhibition)." Thomas Siu, art director; Joshua Lau, designer; Tommy Li, creative director.
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This page: "One Thousand Steps was a new store con-
cept for its parent company Pacific Sunwear, and 'Make the
familiar new and the new familiar' became the brand pos-
ition and served as the driving design theme," said Jennifer
Celesia, Gensler marketing manager. "The store is broken
into separate zones, or customer touchpoints, beginning
with the interchangeable graphic glass storefront that
attracts customers. The next zone is a glowing architec-
tural orb in the center of the store that holds molded fiber-
glass cashwraps, while the rear zone features white molded
cubbies that hold inventory and also function as illuminated
merchandise niches, allowing sales associates to remain on
the floor with customers. The applied environmental
graphics are evocative of nature. Rocks, branches and other
natural elements are integrated throughout the store."
Amanda Moskowitz, designer; Erich Mele/Janice Natchek/
Kamol Prateepmanowong, senior designers; Ted Jacobs,
design director; Genesse Rosal, project director; Dian
Duvall, director; Gensler (San Francisco, CA), design firm.

Right: "Three permanent exhibits were developed to explore
how scientists study, how nature works and how the unique
geographic conditions of Virginia helped to preserve an
abundance of fossil records. Theatrical techniques and
animations were used in unexpected places to help visitors
understand how the environments changed through deep
time according to the evidence scientists have discovered,"
said executive creative director Tony Reich. Art director
Edmund Li continued, '"How Nature Works: Life' Gallery:
Beneath the surface of what we see, there are understand-
able natural processes creating change. The main display is
a series of internally illuminated 'Forest of Plants' with an
overhead, animated LED sun demonstrating how the sun's
energy is captured to sustain life on earth. 'Uncovering
Virginia' Gallery: This interactive display depicts a dig site
at Carmel Church, a site formerly underwater where a
catastrophic event caused dozens of animals to collapse
together 14 million years ago. The 'ocean graveyard' allows
visitors to investigate the recreated bone bed for ancient
remains. Bones when identified on screen will trigger
animated images of animals overhead." Jasmin Caronan/
Vivien Chow/Leah Shannon, graphic designers; Stephen
Petri, design director; Pauline Dolovich/Ron Flood/Fang Pin
Lee/Gonzalo Martinez, 3-D designers; Reich+Petch Design
International (Toronto, ON, Canada), design firm; Virginia
Museum of Natural History, client.

"When American Eagle Outfitters decided to move into
new corporate headquarters in Pittsburgh, they saw an
opportunity to create an environment for their employees
that inspires creativity and reinforces the company's mission
and values. Duffy partnered with AEO and their architects,
TDA, to create a workplace that celebrates their customers'
optimistic lifestyles. Dramatic exterior signage, a wayfinding
system throughout the campus, lobby, cafeteria and other
common-area branding elements all contribute to an experi-
ence that is innovative and collaborative. Flexible messaging
venues celebrate AEO's collective accomplishments, its
ever-changing product offerings and its strong ties to the
greater Pittsburgh community," said principal and
managing partner Tricia Davidson. Candice Leick/Allison
Newhouse, designers; Nancy Kullas, project director; Alan
Leusink, associate creative director; Dan Olson, creative
director; Joe Duffy, executive creative director; Aaron
Warkov, photographer; The Design Alliance, consultant;
Duffy & Partners (Minneapolis, MN), design firm.
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Left: "The designers created an inventive visual
and graphic program for the iconic new Arizona
Cardinals Stadium in Glendale, Arizona, that
encompasses the building's overall identification,
large-scale thematic elements, signage, sponsor
graphics, scoreboards and end zone treatments,
and interiors for locker rooms, club lounges,
corporate lofts and the team store," said Kurt
Koepfle, communications director. "They viewed
the stadium as an opportunity to redefine the NFL
experience for fans in that Cardinals Stadium is
unmistakably a vital part of the team's identity.
The graphic program captures the enthusiasm
of the fans: team colors of red and yellow and
iconography, word and image associations have
been used to create an exuberant environment.
The environmental graphics prominently feature
team history (photographs and timelines
appear on the building's super columns) and,
most importantly, the fans themselves. Images
representative of Arizona were used to create
different 'strata' in the stadium—essentially
using the state's iconography to visually organize
the space. Overall, the graphic program—its
bold scale and color—is used for visual impact
in the very large space. The treatments are
not technologically extravagant, yet the space
is modern and memorable." Don Bilodeau,
Pentagram/Gord McTaggart, Entro, senior
designers; Michael Gericke, Pentagram, design
director; Wayne McCutcheon, Entro, director;
Entro Communications, consultant; Pentagram
Design (New York, NY), design firm; Arizona
Cardinals/Arizona Sports and Tourism Authority,
clients.

This page: "Customs House is a modern library
in one of Sydney's most important heritage
buildings. We developed a wide range of signage
and interpretive graphics for the site, including
a major identification totem in the forecourt
to announce the destination to visitors. The
design idea for the graphics references the act
of reading. Within the internal spaces, words
have jumped out of the books and onto the
walls, doors and floors. Letters come together in
unexpected ways, including large-scale male and
female figures made of type on the amenities.
Slender wayfinding and identification poles are
suspended from the ceiling, acting as signposts
at key locations. The exterior identification sign
is a contemporary obelisk —reflecting the coming
together of old and new in the Customs House
space. The typographic patterning represents the
rich reserves of information inside the library. At
night the translucent material is lit from within
to glow like a beacon," said Sydney, Australia-
based Frost Design. Bridget Atkinson/Jacqueline
Morony, designers; Carlo Giannasca/Ray Parslow,
design directors; Vince Frost, creative director;
Customs House, client.
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This page: "Partnering with the Contemporary Art Center of Virginia, Riggs
Ward created the exhibition Magna Carta and Four Foundations of
Freedom to honor Magna Carta's profound impact on American society,"
said co-creative director Brent Ward and co-designer Katie Painter. "Original
documents relating to the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution,
Virginia Declaration of Rights and Emancipation Prociamation were also
displayed. To emphasize Magna Carta as the exhibition's focal point, the
document was placed in the center of the gallery space. Large, colorful,
fluid arches, text and graphics mimicked the narrative threads, social
movements and cycles of thought that have emanated from Magna Carta.
Interactive touch-screens and audio-visual presentations incorporated
technology and encouraged exploration, while lighting design echoed the
respectful significance of the historic documents." Cameron Kitchin/Mark
Reed/Ron Thomson/Whitney Waters, writers; Molly Baker/Bryan Condra/
Lindsay Evans/Jason Lamb/Michael Radtke/Amanda Walton, designers;
Robert Riggs, creative directors; Kate Pittman, producer; Antenna Audio/
Capitol Exhibit Services, Inc./Glasbau Hahn/Moss, Inc./Park Group,
production companies; Riggs Ward Design (Richmond, VA), design firm;
Contemporary Art Center of Virginia, client.

Right: "Retired fireboat goes on display. Commissioned by the Hong
Kong Leisure and Cultural Services Department, The Fireboat Alexander
Grantham Exhibition Gallery occupies 3,500 sq. ft. and outlines Hong
Kong's fireboat history from 1883 to the present," said Oriana Reich. "The
brief included some unusual factors: the enormous physical presence of
the fireboat on-site, a semi-outdoor environment and the need to appeal
to a wide audience, from young children to adults. The gallery is carved
out of the adjacent garden and set at sea level, circular skylights send
water-tinged shadows streaming onto the exhibition from the pond above
while curved glass walls allow all-weather viewing. Four iconic items
serve as central motifs that transform throughout the exhibition timeline:
the Hong Kong skyline, the firemen's helmets, tools and boat design.
How these items evolve over time is key to the narrative. Like stage sets,
the team used a method of layering information to make the most of the
shallow, weatherproof display cases. Various artifacts are positioned in
an active mode, showing their function as opposed to being displayed
passively while multimedia games and videos add an interactive element
in the exhibition." Esther Ho/Sukie Tsang, graphic designers; Marc Brulhart/
Chantal Rechaussat, creative directors; Karson Liu, 3-D designer; Karmen
Kar, manager of exhibition design; Marc & Chantal Design (Hong Kong),
design firm; Hong Kong Leisure and Cultural Services Department, client.
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This page: "The Lab at Belmar is a new
institution dedicated to contemporary art and
thought. The Lab is located in a retail-oriented
mixed-use development, with an entrance on the
first floor and exhibition space on the second floor.
The interior space, designed by Los Angeles archi-
tect Hagy Belzberg, is sleek and contemporary
but also has a polymorphic shape that extends
out the entrance and leads the visitor in. There
was supposed to be a reception desk here, but it
was moved upstairs. EBD's first task was to lead
visitors upstairs and make the entrance feel like
part of the exhibition instead of the empty space
it had become. We designed a system that was
smart and playful, true to The Lab's brand, using
visual elements from their identity to guide
visitors through the space," said creative director
Ellen Bruss and designer Jorge Lamora. EBD
(Denver, CO), design firm.

Right: Tribute World Trade Center is located less
than 50 feet from Ground Zero. Its mission is to
transmit the voices of the 9/11 community. This
6,000-square-foot, 2-story, visitor and education
center consists of 5 galleries featuring perma-
nent and changing exhibitions, interactive displays,
film and related public programs. The first floor
galleries house the core exhibit. Images, audio,
video and a model of the towers orient visitors;
then timeline units invite visitors to 'walk' the
events of February 26, 1993 and September 11,
2001. On the opposite wall is an expanse of blue
that gradually fills with missing-person posters
from floor to ceiling. A deformed piece of steel
from the WTC site anchors the next gallery, devoted
to rescue and recovery, which then leads to a
more contemplative gallery in which the names
of all victims are inscribed in glass and projected
on a wall. This gallery houses mementos and
tributes sent by victim's relatives. The final gallery
acknowledges the outpouring of support to New
York City, and invites visitors to leave their own
messages or tributes," said marketing manager
Erin Zielinski. Brian Brindisi/AJ Mapes/Richard
Poulin, designers; Poulin + Morris Inc. (New York,
NY), design firm; BKSK Architects/September
11th Families Association, clients.

"The University of Oregon Athletic Medicine
Center is a new state-of-the-art sports therapy
and training facility for student-athletes. Featuring
space for treadmills and bikes; hydro-therapy tubs;
a nutrition bar; massage and taping tables; medical
exam suites; a seating area; an X-ray facility; and
meeting rooms, it reflects a holistic approach to
student-athlete health," said communications
director Felix Schein. "We tied the graphic
direction directly to the legacy of the athletes,
in the form of their names. Typography integrated
materials, walls and furniture and created a con-
sistent language with Helvetica bold uppercase."
Sara Schmidt, art director; Christina Anderson/
Korbin Keech/Josh Orona, designers; Randy
Stegmeier, senior designer; Man Hui Chan,
graphic designer; Gene Sandoval, senior design
director; Halliday Meisburger, project director;
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects (Portland, OR),
design firm.
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